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ERDOGAN AND PUTIN PRESIDENTS MET IN ST PETERSBURG ON SYRIAN WAR 
MOHAMAD IZZAT KHATAB SEND A FIRM CALL 

Paris, Washington DC, 12.08.2016, 00:54 Time

USPA NEWS - The Russian President Vladimir Putin and Turkish Recep Erdogan met two days ago in Saint Petersburg to seek an
unlikely compromise on Syria to seal their reconciliation. Mohamad Izzat Khatab founder of Syria For All, sends them a last call for
ending war in Syria for good in a peaceful way.

RUSSIA IS A KEY PLAYER FOR THE PEACE IN SYRIA ERDOGAN SAID-------------------------------------------------------
Sign a strategic review or simply inconsequential language element, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said in the introduction
to his visit on Tuesday with his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin in St. Petersburg, "Russia is a key player, very important for the
establishment of peace in Syria. " Adding, "This problem must be addressed with measures taken jointly by Russia and Turkey. "An
opening welcomed by Russian President, since the latter, after their televised handshake, said that relations between the two
countries entered" a phase quite different. "--------------------------------------------------------
It is a phase succeeding nine months of estrangement, born from the destruction of a Russian airplane at the Turkish-Syrian border by
Turkish fighter in November. 

There is an important difference of opinion that we can hardly imagine emerging as a compromise to be found between Russia and
Turkey without involving any other player on the table of negotiation, from the Syrian side.---------------------------
There must be a Syrian part of it in the middle of this touchy unprecedented situation concerning strictly the Syrian people. The war
situation would imply the UN´s point of view watching this negotiation involving a Syrian key player as long as a leader or messie is still
expected. The pressure in any case is not on Moscow, which has the advantage militarily, despite a very volatile situation in Aleppo.
Sign of an easing of the Turkish position, active NGOs in Syria are reporting reduced flow of weapons for the rebels from Turkey since
mid-July. Özgur Ünluhisarcikli, director of the German Marshall Fund in Ankara, said that Turkey "can lay low on Syria and a
settlement where Bashar Al Assad remains in power at the beginning of the process." according to Le Monde Journal.

SYRIA NEEDS TO PREPARE THE TRANSITION AND REBUILD THE COUNTRY----------------------------------------------
During the Turkish president visit to Russia, the Syrian file, restoration of economic relations was the program of the meeting. If
Vladimir Putin held, to mark his territory, it will be "difficult," the Turkish president, and said he hopes the achievement "as soon as
possible" the pipeline Turkstream. The latter, launched in 2014, but was interrupted in late 2015, is expected to carry 50 billion cubic
meters of gas per year to Europe, in an undetermined point via Turkey, which would be supplied to its share up to 14 billion meters
cubes. It´s all about energy. However the real energy that fuels a country to distillate the democracy is its citizen and people. It is their
citizen, who vote, work, and defend the country to raise the flag of patriotism and secure their own borders, relying on there own
military forces, as far as a democracy is concerned.
Meanwhile, some are more concerned about the Syrian people killed, destroyed and fleeing from the country since 2011. 

The NGO´s and foundations are getting more and ore concerned about finding solutions to end the war and restore the country. One
of them, is “Syria For All“�, that aims to rebuild the country via the economic channel chaired by Mohamad Izzat Khatab who unveiled
in his KHATAB PLAN, a program of rebuilding the country after the next elections to beheld in early
2017.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The party proposes to place the implementation of the Plan Khatab under the aegis of the United Nations and the plan to be
integrated, after consideration and adoption, as part of the mission of its permanent envoy to Syria, Mr. Staffan de Mistura. It It is
fortunate to be so ambitious, but thoughtful visions of the plan Khatab makes it concrete as a solution to end the war in Syria that
suffered bleeding its people. To solve the Syrian crisis, the plan Khatab unveils as a first step, that the permanent UN envoy is to
convoke both, representatives of the regime and of the opposition to circumstantial talks to be chaired. Mohamad Izzat Khatab, “Syria
For All“�s chairman just confirmed naturally how he will take part of this negotiation in order to evolve it to the next step and reaching
the definitive peace according to the eponymous plan based on the Universal Charter of Human Rights. To be continued...
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